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Rethinking Self-Regulation: Antitrust Perspectives on Bar Governance Activity

Deborah L. Rhode* and Benjamin H. Barton**

In 1975, one of us (Rhode) was a Yale law student working at a New Haven legal aid clinic. Like most legal aid offices, both then and now, the office was under-funded and over-burdened. Because of a flood of needy clients, the lawyers in these offices had no choice but to try to triage, choosing cases of greatest need or greatest impact. Divorce is, and has long been, a particularly acute area of need. The current demand for legal aid divorce services is so great that many offices will only handle divorces where physical abuse is alleged.¹

Self-help is one obvious solution for clients that have gone unserved because of resource constraints. In 1975, the over-worked lawyers of New Haven’s legal aid clinic responded by developing a do-it-yourself divorce kit to assist the vast numbers of poor people left without representation. The local bar responded by threatening to sue the clinic for unauthorized practice of law (“UPL”). Precedent at the time suggested that the suit might be successful, and the staff attorneys decided not to distribute the kit.² I was appalled. The bar’s self-interest was obvious, as was the public’s need for self-help assistance.

Why would the local bar care if a legal aid office helped poor people seek divorces on their own? Because divorce is a bread and butter service for “main street” lawyers (small firm and solo practitioners). Even if many of these folks could not afford a lawyer anyways, some of them might be able to scrape together the fees. Further, even if most legal aid clients could not pay for a lawyer, if do-it-yourself divorce kits help people efficiently
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and effectively, they would eventually enter the market for middle-class customers.

The bar’s concern continues. For example, when the Texas Access to Justice Commission tried to move forward with uniform forms for uncontested divorces, it encountered significant opposition from the Family Law Section of the Texas Bar. Naturally, the Section did not acknowledge that its members were worried about losing business. Instead, it argued that the forms were misleading and dangerous, and even questioned whether there was an actual need for such assistance. It was not the bar’s finest hour, as was apparent in national media coverage in The Wall Street Journal and Bloomberg News. Eventually, the Texas Supreme Court stepped in and promulgated the forms over the bar’s objections. But the Family Law Section’s brazenness in the twenty-first century shows that professional interests still sometimes trump the public interest.

The bar has long claimed that prohibitions on the UPL through kits and services are necessary to protect the public. Evidence for that claim has been notable for its absence. My reaction to the 1975 experience was to spend the next two years of law school working on a law review empirical study that explored the rationale for allowing and increasing pro se legal services. This study found almost no support for the consumer protection rationale, but ample evidence of protectionism.

Over the last several decades, I have returned to the subject with depressing regularity. Although the unauthorized practice doctrine has evolved in progressive directions since the 1970s and pro se assistance is now widely available, the bar has continued to attempt to halt this trend. In 2015, I conducted a study with Lucy Ricca on enforcement activities by unauthorized practice committees. Like its predecessor, the study found that
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most of the current UPL activities seemed more responsive to professional than public interests.\(^6\)

Despite forty years of UPL research and critique, the bar has continued to offer vague and expansive definitions of the practice of law\(^7\) and to enforce them regardless of consumer harm.\(^8\) However, the Supreme Court’s recent ruling in *North Carolina Board of Dental Examiners v. Federal Trade Commission* suggests that these anticompetitive practices may face new hurdles.\(^9\) If so, society as a whole will benefit.

The discussion that follows proceeds in four parts. Part I begins by surveying the background of federal antitrust doctrine. Part II turns to the scope and rationale of the *Dental Examiner’s* ruling. Part III offers some thoughts on the implications of the decision for bar regulatory activities, including a recent example involving the North Carolina bar’s UPL action against LegalZoom. Part IV offers some suggestions about how the bar should proceed going forward.

I.

In 1890, under its power to regulate interstate commerce, Congress enacted the Sherman Act. Its objective was to impose some constraints on anticompetitive activity.\(^10\) The statute did not by its terms encompass practices that were the result of governmental activity. A half-century later, in *Parker v. Brown*, the Supreme Court recognized state action immunity from antitrust liability where states act in their sovereign capacities.\(^11\) At issue in the case was California’s agricultural price support and marketing program for raisins. In the Court’s view, federalism would be compromised if the Sherman Act were to ban every instance in which state policies had anticompetitive effects: “[i]n a dual system of government in which, under the Constitution, the states are sovereign, save only as Congress may constitutionally subtract from their authority, an unexpressed purpose to nullify a state’s control over its officers and agents is not lightly to be attributed to Congress.”\(^12\)
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Parker stated a relatively broad exception to antitrust protections, and over the years the Court has gradually clarified and narrowed its test for state action immunity. In California Retail Liquor Dealers Association v. Midcal Aluminum, Inc., the Court made clear that a private actor who invokes the state action exemption must show that the anticompetitive restraint is “clearly articulated and affirmatively expressed as state policy” and is “actively supervised by the State.” This two-pronged test is meant to distinguish private price-fixing arrangements hiding under “a gauzy cloak of state involvement” from programs that are truly state-created and carefully state-managed.

For almost a century, the legal profession remained free from federal antitrust liability. Then, in 1975, in a case involving state bar minimum fee schedules, the Supreme Court rejected the claim that the Sherman Act was “never intended to include the learned professions.” The case, Goldfarb v. Virginia State Bar, involved home purchasers who could not find an attorney to assist with their title search at a fee lower than the minimum established by the Fairfax County Bar Association. Although the Association did not enforce the fee schedule, the Virginia State Bar, an administrative agent of the Virginia Supreme Court, condoned it. Indeed, one bar opinion indicated that an attorney who habitually charged less than the suggested minimum fee would be presumptively guilty of misconduct. According to the Supreme Court, such activities by the state and local bar should be subject to the Sherman Act. Writing for a unanimous Court, Chief Justice Burger reasoned that “[i]n the modern world it cannot be denied that... anticompetitive activities by lawyers may exert a restraint on commerce.” In rejecting the bar’s claim of state action immunity, the Court reasoned that the fee schedule was not an implementation of a clearly articulated state policy requiring such anticompetitive
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action. Nor was the state particularly involved in overseeing or implementing the schedules. Accordingly, it failed both prongs of the modified *Parker* test. On remand to the lower court, the Virginia State Bar and Fairfax County Bar Association settled the case for $200,000.

However, a decade later in *Hoover v. Ronwin*, a divided Supreme Court gave greater latitude to the bar’s anticompetitive practices. Edward Ronwin failed the Arizona bar examination and brought suit against the Arizona Supreme Court’s Committee on Examinations and Admissions under the Sherman Act. He claimed that the Committee had “artificially reduc[ed] the numbers of competing attorneys in the State of Arizona” by setting passing scores with reference to the number of new attorneys that the Committee thought appropriate rather than “with reference to . . . some ‘suitable’ level of competence.” The Committee on Examinations and Admissions was made up of seven members of the State Bar selected by the Arizona Supreme Court from a list supplied by the Arizona State Bar Association’s Board of Governors. Thus, the decision-making structure was somewhat similar to the structure found to be non-state action in *Goldfarb*—both relevant state supreme courts delegated substantial authority to an arm of the bar association.

In fact, the Ninth Circuit had held exactly this in denying state action protection in its decision in *Ronwin*. However, a divided Supreme Court disagreed and found that the bar admission system did not violate the Sherman Act. In the majority’s view, Ronwin’s failure to gain admission was an act of the state supreme court rather than a state agency or the bar. *Parker v. Brown* controlled, and the challenged action was “exempt from antitrust liability regardless of the State’s motives in taking the action.”

Three justices dissented. They recognized that “[w]hen [state] authority is delegated to those with a stake in the competitive conditions within the market, there is a real risk
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that public power will be exercised for private benefit."

In fact, the dissent noted that these private parties have “used licensing to advance their own interests in restraining competition at the expense of the public interest.”

*Ronwin* led to a series of lower court opinions upholding ABA or state bar regulations via state action immunity. For example, in *Lawline v. American Bar Association*, Lawline sued the ABA, the Illinois Supreme Court, and various other bar regulatory authorities under antitrust law. The suit claimed that Model Rule 5.4 (which bars lawyers from joining in partnerships with non-lawyers) and Rule 5.5 (which prohibits lawyers from assisting in the UPL) violated the Sherman Act.

Lawline described itself as a free legal advice service attempting to bridge the access to justice gap:

Lawline [was founded] in 1978 to use law students, paralegals and lawyers to answer legal questions from the public without charge over the telephone and to assist them in representing themselves in routine legal matters. Lawline’s other stated purposes are to refer members of the public without financial resources to agencies providing legal services and to refer them to young lawyers who charge reduced fees, thus creating a “prototype legal delivery system” subsidized by referral fees. In its ten years of existence, Lawline is said to have answered legal questions for more than 500,000 people, particularly in Illinois, Indiana and Wisconsin, and also nationally through a toll-free telephone number.

The lawsuit arose after Thomas Holstein, the lawyer who founded Lawline, tangled with an Illinois bankruptcy court, as well as the Illinois Supreme Court’s Attorney Registration and Disciplinary Commission, over UPL and other regulatory issues. Lawline and Holstein then brought suit against a host of bar regulators alleging that the Supreme Court of Illinois had adopted UPL rules and other restrictions based on ABA drafts, and that the provisions violated the Sherman Act. The plaintiff lost on a motion to dismiss at the trial court and the Seventh Circuit affirmed. The Seventh Circuit held that any harm to the plaintiff was a result of the actions of the Illinois Supreme Court, not the ABA, and that the state action doctrine applied.

Another challenge to ABA actions failed in *Massachusetts School of Law v. American Bar Association*. There, the ABA had
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denied a new Massachusetts law school accreditation. The school sued under the Sherman Act, alleging ten restraints of trade:

1. Fixing the price of faculty salaries;
2. Requiring reduced teaching hours and non-teaching duties;
3. Requiring paid sabbaticals;
4. Forcing the hiring of more professors in order to lower student/faculty ratios;
5. Limiting the use of adjunct professors;
6. Prohibiting the use of required or for-credit bar review courses;
7. Forcing schools to limit the number of hours students could work;
8. Prohibiting ABA-accredited schools from accepting credit transfers from unaccredited schools and from enrolling graduates of unaccredited schools in graduate programs;
9. Requiring more expensive and elaborate physical and library facilities; and
10. Requiring schools to use the LSAT.

The Third Circuit cited both *Hoover* and *Lawline* and found state action because it was the Massachusetts Supreme Court, not the ABA, which had decided to only allow graduates of accredited schools to sit for the bar.

Following the *Massachusetts School of Law* case, the Department of Justice (“DOJ”) filed suit against the ABA for its law school accreditation practices, alleging some of the same grounds as the Massachusetts School of Law. The ABA and the DOJ eventually settled the case under a consent decree. The decree limited the ABA’s ability to set minimum salaries for law professors, but left most other accreditation practices alone. In Spring 2006, the DOJ asked the court to hold the ABA in civil contempt over multiple violations of the consent decree. The ABA acknowledged the violations and reimbursed the United States $185,000 in fees and costs.

II.

Taken together, these cases reflect the federal courts’ ability, but reluctance, to use antitrust law to set limits on lawyer regulation. In 2002, in an effort to push the doctrine in a more progressive direction, the Federal Trade Commission (“FTC”)...
convened a State Action Task Force. The Task Force’s objective was to “identify opportunities to direct the development of case law in a manner that promotes competition and enhances consumer welfare.” Among the Task Force’s recommendations was that any quasi-governmental entity should be subject to antitrust law if it was composed in whole or in part of market participants or if there was an “appreciable risk that the anticompetitive conduct at issue [was] the result of a deviation from state policy.” At the same time, the FTC also began a focused litigation effort to restrain anticompetitive conduct. Among its targets was the North Carolina Board of Dental Examiners.

Under the governing North Carolina statute, the North Carolina Board of Dental Examiners is an “agency of the State” engaged in the “regulation of the practice of dentistry.” The Board has eight members: six practicing dentists, one dental hygienist, and one consumer representative appointed by the governor. The Board can promulgate rules and regulations, subject to approval by the North Carolina Rules Review Commission, and can bring lawsuits to enjoin the unauthorized practice of dentistry (“UPD”).

In response to complaints from dentists concerning teeth whitening services offered by non-dentists, the Board launched an investigation. Like UPL, most of the UPD complaints on teeth whitening “expressed a principal concern with the low prices charged by non-dentists” as opposed to “possible harm to consumers.” Although there were “[f]ew complaints” of public injury, the Board issued at least 47 cease and desist letters to non-dentists who were offering teeth whitening services. In addition, the Board persuaded the North Carolina Board of Cosmetic Art Examiners to warn cosmetologists not to offer such services and requested mall operators to consider expelling
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When these enforcement efforts proved successful, the FTC filed a complaint. The Board invoked state action immunity, and a divided Supreme Court rejected that defense.

The North Carolina Board majority first found that state agencies or boards are “nonsovereign” actors and thus not automatically entitled to state action immunity. When “a controlling number of decisionmakers” on a board are “active market participants in the occupation the board regulates,” the board will not enjoy antitrust immunity unless both Midcal requirements are satisfied: clear articulation of state policy and active supervision. According to the Court, the need for supervision turns not on the “formal designation given by States to regulators but on the risk that active participants will pursue private interests in restraining trade.” The majority listed four minimum criteria for state oversight to qualify as active supervision:

1. The supervisor must review the substance of the challenged conduct, not merely the procedures followed to produce it; 2. the supervisor must have the power to modify or veto particular decisions to ensure they accord with state policy; 3. there must be more than the “mere potential” of state supervision; and 4. the state supervisor may not itself be an active market participant.

Because the North Carolina Board had not received “active supervision” of its efforts to preempt non-dentist provision of teeth whitening services, state-action immunity was not available.

Justice Alito, joined by Justices Scalia and Thomas, dissented. Rejecting the majority’s view of the Board as a non-sovereign entity, the dissent accepted the “agency label” that North Carolina had conferred on the Board by statute. In the dissent’s view, the majority’s approach created numerous “practical problems.” First, the decision could encourage states to select nonprofessionals to serve on regulatory boards. This would “compromise the State’s interest in sensibly regulating a technical profession in which lay people have little expertise.”
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The dissent also worried about ambiguities in interpreting terms, such as “active market participant.”

North Carolina Board is one of those ever-rarer cases where the voting coalitions seem reversed from a political standpoint. The FTC investigation of the North Carolina Board started in the administration of George W. Bush. The conservative-leaning Cato Institute filed an amicus brief supporting the FTC and opposing state immunity. The Goldwater Institute, the American Enterprise Institute, and libertarian groups have all lined up against occupational licensing. And yet we find the three most reliably conservative Justices dissenting, and the liberal wing, joined by Kennedy and Roberts, dealing a significant blow to many American occupational licensing regimes.

III.

What impact North Carolina Board will have on state bar regulation is not yet clear, and the answer will doubtless vary by state. At issue is governance occurring in three major contexts: admission, discipline, and the UPL. State supreme courts control lawyer regulation to a lesser or greater extent in all fifty states. These courts typically have demanding caseloads, so they delegate their bar governance authority to other entities. Exactly which entities differs across jurisdictions. In some states, the supreme court has given all three responsibilities to one entity, often a state bar association. In other states, these regulatory duties are handled by different entities. Antitrust suits have been brought in all three contexts,
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and their success will depend on the composition of those governance bodies and the extent of supervision by the state.\textsuperscript{66}

To preempt litigation, some jurisdictions have already modified governance practices. For example, the Washington bar has temporarily suspended its ethics committee’s authority to issue advisory opinions that could be viewed as having anticompetitive effects.\textsuperscript{67} The Pennsylvania bar also has temporarily stopped issuing cease and desist letters and has been referring UPL complaints to the attorney general.\textsuperscript{68}

Another example of bar regulators proceeding more cautiously in light of \textit{North Carolina Board} comes from North Carolina itself: the settlement of LegalZoom’s UPL battle with the state bar. The dispute began in 2003, when the North Carolina bar sent a letter to LegalZoom announcing a UPL investigation.\textsuperscript{69} LegalZoom responded with a letter explaining why the company was in compliance with existing state standards. At this point, the North Carolina bar agreed and dismissed the complaint.\textsuperscript{70}

The bar reopened its investigation in 2007, and LegalZoom again argued that it was not engaged in unauthorized practice of law.\textsuperscript{71} This time the bar decided otherwise and sent a cease and desist order in 2008. LegalZoom again objected and, most notably, continued to operate in North Carolina without any significant changes to its practices.\textsuperscript{72} For observers familiar with the Internet entrepreneur’s playbook, this strategy should not be surprising. From Uber to Airbnb, multiple Internet startups have plowed into legal gray areas, assuming they will be able to grow fast enough that eventually regulatory resistance will become futile.\textsuperscript{73}
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The North Carolina UPL stalemate continued until 2010 when LegalZoom added a “subscription model” of legal advice along with its interactive forms. Because the subscription model involved pre-payment for legal services, LegalZoom applied to the North Carolina Bar for approval as a Prepaid Legal Plan, as required under North Carolina law. In light of LegalZoom’s continuing presence in North Carolina after a cease and desist letter, the North Carolina Bar considered this new application rather cheeky and denied it based upon the ongoing UPL issues.

After a few more letters and a clear rejection of LegalZoom’s prepaid legal services plan, LegalZoom took the unusual step of transforming from prey into predator. In 2011 it sued the North Carolina Bar under state constitutional law, the Equal Protection Clause, and several common law counts.

This was a gutsy move on LegalZoom’s part, and obviously not a good idea. The company had never sued a state bar, although it had been a defendant and settled several of these cases out of court. In Washington State, LegalZoom paid $20,000 in costs to the bar regulators; in Missouri, it paid attorney’s fees and changed some parts of its site for the state’s customers. The Missouri case was a particularly close call. The District Court there rejected LegalZoom’s summary judgment motion on unauthorized practice of law and concluded that LegalZoom’s interactive forms were very similar to the provision of legal services by a lawyer, and thus were likely unlawful. Although the company had passively resisted the North Carolina Bar in the past, there is a substantial difference between ignoring cease and desist letters and taking the fight to the courts. If LegalZoom had lost in North Carolina, it would have been a stinging defeat and might have provided a damaging precedent in other states.

Instead, the gamble paid off. As LegalZoom’s 2011 case ground on, the Supreme Court decided North Carolina Board of
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Dental Examiners. LegalZoom quickly filed a second lawsuit against the state bar, this time seeking $10.5 million in damages and squarely alleging federal antitrust violations based on North Carolina Board.80 This upped the ante and the state bar suddenly had to decide whether it was willing risk everything in its battle with LegalZoom. If LegalZoom prevailed on its antitrust suit, the bar might lose some or all of its regulatory power. An aggressive application of North Carolina Board to lawyers might require removing the bar’s regulatory power altogether or demanding that the power be shared with non-lawyers.

Within months, the bar settled both of LegalZoom’s suits. The terms were very favorable to the company.81 LegalZoom agreed to have a licensed North Carolina attorney review its online forms and inform potential customers that its forms are not a substitute for advice from an attorney.82 LegalZoom argued that it was already doing that anyway.83 In return, the bar dropped its UPL fight, and even supported a change in North Carolina law to make LegalZoom and other form providers more clearly legal.84 Although this settlement was not explicitly linked to North Carolina Board, its timing speaks volumes about the impact that the case could have on bar governance. At a minimum, it suggests that regulators will tread more carefully when prosecuting or defining UPL.

North Carolina Board also raises the possibility that the bar will rethink the role that competitive concerns play in the accreditation of law schools. As a consequence, the ABA may find itself between a rock and a hard place because it is also facing criticisms by the Department of Education for being too lax in accreditation.85
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IV.

After a relatively long period of antitrust immunity, the American bar suddenly finds itself facing a new regulatory regime. We have several suggestions for navigation.

First, bar entities should ensure that they are acting in accordance with a clearly articulated state policy that serves the public interest. These entities should follow formal rules adopted by a disinterested body after notice and comment. Bar practices should also be subject to active supervision, preferably by an individual or a body other than the state supreme court. As both of us have noted, judges share the background and worldview of those they claim to regulate. After serving their judicial term, many state supreme court justices return to active law practice. Further, most state judges are elected and depend on lawyers for endorsements, rankings, and campaign contributions. Even in states where judges are selected through merit processes, state and local bars exercise substantial influence. The judiciary is also dependent on support from the organized bar concerning salaries and budgets, and is readily accessible to informal lawyer lobbying at conferences, annual meetings, and social gatherings. By contrast, consumer interests rarely have such opportunities for influence. To minimize the risk that bar regulators will be captured by those they regulate, states should not rely on the judiciary for active supervision.

For example, antitrust experts have proposed that:

States can appoint a single employee of the state government with relevant expertise in a board’s subject area to supervise its activities, and/or house boards within the relevant state agency and require the director’s approval to adopt rules and regulations, as is done in Rhode
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Island . . . . Or states may place their board inside a state agency that oversees the actions of all professional boards in the state, as is done to different degrees by California and Utah.\textsuperscript{93}

Some regulatory functions, such as policing unauthorized practice of law, can be handled by local prosecutors or by states’ attorney generals, who have more public accountability than state bar committees.\textsuperscript{94} As Rhode and Ricca’s recent survey of unauthorized practice enforcement revealed, many bar committees routinely proceed against lay competitors without evidence of consumer injury.\textsuperscript{95} This should cease, and will be more likely to do so when disinterested decision makers control enforcement priorities.

States should also rethink the composition of governance bodies to prevent active market participants from dictating decisions. No matter how well intentioned, such participants are likely to lack impartiality in appearance if not in fact.\textsuperscript{96} Other nations, such as Great Britain, build in a controlling role for non-lawyers in their bar governance processes and all the available evidence suggests that this approach has worked well.\textsuperscript{97} Although the American bar has historically been reluctant to relinquish regulatory autonomy, \textit{North Carolina Board of Dental Examiners} creates a powerful incentive for it to do so. If active market participants are not controlling members of governance boards, supervision of their processes is not necessary to avoid antitrust liability.\textsuperscript{98}

Thirty-five years ago, one of us wrote:

\textit{[T]}he bar itself has much to gain from abdicating its role as self-appointed guardian of the professional monopoly. Given mounting popular skepticism about unauthorized practice enforcement, prudential as well as policy considerations argue for greater consumer choice . . . . If, as bar spokesmen repeatedly insist, the “fight
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to stop lay practice is the public’s fight,” it is time for the profession to relinquish the barricades.99

That time is long overdue. Our hope now is that the Court’s decision in North Carolina Board of Dental Examiners will supply the necessary nudge.
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